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Project Aim
The goal of this project was to measure the impact of GreenBuzz Zurich. Its results will be the base
for future strategic decisions on how GreenBuzz should develop. As a small non-for-profit
organization, we want to invest our limited resources where they have the highest potential impact.
Firstly, we wanted to analyse our status quo. Secondly, we have established a monitoring cycle to
track the generated data over time to analyse our ongoing development as an organization. Only
by recording all these datasets on a regular basis is it possible to monitor our impact over time.
The project included five different streams that combine quantitative and qualitative data: a
network & events analysis, a member analysis, a survey, one-on-one interviews and a
communications analysis. All the different streams and their results are explained in the next
chapters.

Our Theory of Change
With a team of volunteers, partners and a paid operational team, GreenBuzz offers peer-to-peer,
networking events and other activities around sustainability in business. Through our events, we
have built a diverse network of sustainability professionals from across different sectors, whom we
enable to make both professional and personal connections and share their expertise. Therefore,
members of our network are motivated, inspired and reinforced to drive sustainability forward.
GreenBuzz increases knowledge-sharing and effectiveness and enables the connections of
sustainability professionals across different sectors, which leads to more collaboration(s).
Sustainability professionals will drive sustainability forward within their organisations and create
successful impact stories. Sustainability goals will be implemented faster and more effectively.
Ultimately, sustainability becomes the new normal in business and society.

Picture 1: Virtual Event on Climate Change, April 28th 2020
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1. Network & Events Analysis
The Network Analysis is the core of the project. The analysis includes data of our events and event
participants. The data collected and used for the analysis starts in the year 2018.1 Our events are
our main point of contact and engagement with our community. This analysis therefore helps us to
better understand our audience and our community. The findings are mainly descriptive statistics.
In a possible future step, it would be interesting to analyse correlations between different variables.
The analysis contains the following data set (data collection from 01/2018 until 12/2020):
2680 Total Participants (including people participating in several events)
60 Events

1.1 Our Network: Represented Industries
This part of the community analysis shows, which industries our network members work in. The
analysis of the different industries is crucial, since our premise is that we are a network for
professionals from across different sectors. This analysis shows if our premise is true, and its results
will influence our future topic choices. It will also require us to decide if we should focus on the
already strongly represented industries or try to attract the underrepresented industries more.

Chart 1.1.
1

No personal data is shared publicly.
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This chart shows the different industries of all individuals that have attended an event. Each
individual counts only one time, no matter how many events they have attended. This shows us how
diverse our network is in the sense of how many different industries are represented. The chart
demonstrates clearly that we have a diverse network and attract people from various industries &
sectors.
Almost 20 % of the data set works in the Finance industry, followed by sustainability consultants
and academics. Food & Agriculture, Others, Technology & Telecommunication and Conservation &
Environmentalism share a similar percentage of between 5 and 6 %.
Our data furthermore shows us what companies are represented at our events. In the Finance
Industry, the companies with the most unique individuals are RobecoSAM & ResponsAbility with
both 38 individuals, in Sustainability Consultancy South Pole with 27 individuals, and in Academia &
Education the ETH with 49 individuals, excluding the ETH sus.lab with 11 individuals.
In total, the data set includes people from 856 different unique companies since 2018.

1.2 Our Events: Formats
In a next step, we analysed our different event formats and the participant numbers per event
format.

Chart 1.2
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Chart 1.3

The first chart shows us the different event formats that were held since 2018, the second chart
shows the total of participants per event format in percentages. We clearly see that Thematic
Events are the most frequent type of event (18/54) and attracted over 50 % of the participants of

all events. Summer Parties and Christmas Dinners have the highest average of participants with 77
per event. At Thematic Events, we have an average of 66 participants, at breakfasts 42 and at
informal drinks 35 participants. Note: The Breakfast format is the same as a Thematic Event. The
only difference being that they are held in the morning. Therefore, from 2020 on Breakfast Events
are also called Thematic Events.
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1.3 Our Events: Topics
In a next step, we analysed our event topics and number of participants per topic.

Chart 1.4

Chart 1.5
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This first chart shows the percentage of the different topics of our events and the second chart the
percentages of participants sorted by topics of the events. Here, we can see that it is actually quite
diverse and balanced. We have almost the same number of participants for topics in Food &
Agriculture, Climate Change, Networking, Finance and Circular Economy. Note: Social and

informal events with no clear topics, for example summer parties or Christmas dinners, are excluded
from the data used for the second chart.
An interesting observation is that finance-related events attracted only around 11% of the total
number of participants, even though it is the biggest industry and almost 20% of our community are
working in finance. This suggests that finance professionals do not only join finance events but are
also interested in other sustainability areas.

1.4 Our Events: Participant & Event Numbers
Finally, we looked at our participant and event numbers and their development over time.

Graph 1.1

This graph shows both an increase of the number of events and number of participants since 2018.
A decline of participants and events can be observed in the third quarter of 2020 but has since then
started to rise again. In total, we have hosted 60 events between 2018 and 2020 for a total number
of 2680 participants.
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Year

Amount Events

SUM of Participants

2018 Total

15

654

2019 Total

18

829

2020 Total

27

1’197

Total

60

2’680

Table 1.1

Note: The participant numbers in 2020 are not 100% accurate as the ‘no-show’ rate is higher in online
events, which most of our 2020 events have been due to the Covid crisis. The numbers reflect the
people who registered for our events.
This analysis certainly shows that we have grown as an organization. However, a higher number
of events and more participants does not automatically mean more impact. We have to analyse
the quality of the events and the participants’ feedback as well.

1.5 Conclusion
This analysis of our events & network underlines our claim that we are a diverse network with
people working in different industries and sectors. Furthermore, the analysis of event topics

reveals that we offer a wide range of different topics and that participants scatter diversely over
the different topics. This implicates that we do not have a problem with the three most represented
industries being too dominant. Furthermore, the analysis clearly shows that thematic events are the
most attended events, attracting 66 participants per event on average. To get a clearer picture

about who the people in our network are, we needed to add a qualitative dimension to our impact
measurement. The following chapters will cover those.
The current analysis is mainly descriptive statistics. In a next step, it could be interesting to compare
variables and look for correlations. Further questions to answer could include: Which industry
professionals attend our events most frequently? Do Finance professionals only attend finance
events? What is the relation between event type and sum of participants?
Furthermore, it would be interesting to have a feedback loop on the quality of events. This could
be established by a simple (1-2 question) survey after each event that gives us an indicator on how
each event was for participants.
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2. Member Analysis
The Member Analysis, in its framework, is quite similar to the community analysis. The data set
consists of the paying individual members. The data is generated through Join It, our membership
management platform. Currently, we have 180 members (status: 30.09.2020). The membership types
are Friend Member (95 CHF/year), Connect Member (195 CHF/year) and Green Member (295
CHF/year).
Note that the corporate members are not taken into account in the member analysis. Currently, we
have 76 Friend, 57 Connect and 47 Green Members.

2.1 Membership Development

Chart 2.1

The development of membership indicates a trend towards growth of memberships. However, it
needs to be mentioned that this trend is currently affected by the Covid crisis, and we do not have
a clear picture yet of how our memberships will develop in the mid- and long-term. We are currently,
in the months September, October and early November 2020, observing that more members cancel
their memberships and less people buy new memberships than usual due to our event offering being
affected by Covid.
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2.2 Our Members: Industries

Chart 2.2

If we compare this with our network sample, we see that, again, Finance is the most represented
industry. However, Technology & Telecommunication with 12.3% and Food & Agriculture with

10.8% are more represented than in our broader network. Furthermore, we have fewer members
working in Sustainability Consultancy and Academia & Education.
This finding indicates that we cannot assume that our members function as a representative sample
of our whole network. We have to differentiate between our paying members and our broader
community, and at the same time, have to find a middle way with our offering so as to satisfy both
the audiences’ needs.
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2.3 Our Members: Seniority

Chart 2.3

This chart shows that our members have a lot of working experience, and therefore matches our
survey findings. Over 50% of our members are senior and have at least 11 years of working
experience. 20% of our members have more than 21 years of work experience. This indicates that
our membership base consists of a highly experienced group of professionals. This is a crucial
finding, as on one hand, this suggests that those people have potentially a higher leverage in their
organisations, and on the other hand, that there is a lot of experience and knowledge among our
members.
A further finding of the member base analysis shows that 60.6% of our members are female and
39.4% are male.
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2.4 Our Members: What are their priorities?
In this step, we analysed what our members’ priorities are and what they are looking for when they
join GreenBuzz.

Chart 2.4

For this analysis, we also included previous members to receive a better insight into what members
are looking for when they join GreenBuzz. The chart clearly reveals that networking and knowledge
transfer & learning are the most important activities for our members. Even though socialising and

career development have a lot of counts, we see that this is not the priority for our members. This
is important data for being able to cater to the needs of our members. It also underlines what kind
of event formats we should prioritize. For example, the thematic event is the format that combines
networking and knowledge transfers the best, so it should play a key role in our event strategy.

2.5 Conclusion
The member analysis shows that the distribution of industries varies slightly in comparison to our
broader community. The development of memberships is rather positive, although this trend has to
be treated with caution due to the current Covid-related developments. Furthermore, the analysis
shows that our members are experienced professionals. This indicates that there are a lot of experts
and seniors in our network, who are more likely to have a certain influence in their organizations.
Another essential finding that networking and knowledge transfer & learning are the most important
for our members. This helps to set a focus on event formats and topics, and ultimately points to the
importance of thematic events, which combine networking with knowledge sharing, and therefore
meet both of these two expectations.

GreenBuzz Zurich | www.greenbuzz.global/zurich | zurich@greenbuzz.zurich
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3. Survey
The survey was carried out in summer 2020, over a period of four months. The survey with 19
questions was sent to our whole mailing list with 2587 active subscribers (Status: August 2020).
134 persons conducted the survey.

3.1 Our Survey Data Set
If we take the number of the mailing list (2587), which consists mainly of past participants and
members, as the total number of people of our network, 5% of our network conducted the survey.
This fulfils our set minimum requirement of 100 observations.
If we take look at Chart 3.1, we see that 62.1% of the participants are non-members, 27.3% are
members and 10.6% are team members. There is no need to exclude the team members, because
they are volunteers and all of them are sustainability professionals who also attend or have
attended events in the past.
The chart indicates that 5% of our whole community and 20% of our members have participated in
the survey. We have not conducted research into possible divergences in the feedback and
responses of our members in comparison to non-members. This is can be the subject of future
analyses.

3.2 Sample Representation
In order to make assumptions about our whole network from the survey sample, we have to check
if that sample is actually representative. We will do that by comparing the distribution of industries
of the survey participants and the industry distribution of our whole community.
We found that the industries Finance and Academia & Education are the two most represented
industries, which mirrors the network analysis. The only substantial difference is that we have fewer
survey participants from the industry Sustainability Consultancy (only 5.8% compared to 14.5%)
However, all the other industries are represented with a deviation of only 1-2% in comparison to the
network analysis.
To conclude, the sample is not perfect, but it is almost representative in terms of industry
representation. We can aggregate the answers of the survey to our network but have to be careful
with casual inference. This means that not everything from the survey can be assumed for our whole
community, but it certainly gives a general insight to what people from our community think.
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3.3 Results of the Survey: Seniority
On the following pages, we will present the main findings of our survey, which was answered by 134
people, starting with the question about the survey participants’ seniority.

Chart 3.1

This chart shows the working experience of the participants of the survey. It confirms the findings
of our members analysis. Over 50% of the participants are senior, having at least 10 years of work
experience. 20% have over 21 years of experience. If we compare survey sample with the sample

of our members, we see that the results are almost the same with a deviation of maximum +/- 3
percentage points.
This confirms that our network consists of experienced professionals who have a lot of knowledge
and expertise and are likely to be in a position of influence within their organizations.

3.4 Results of the Survey: Event Topics & Formats
Approximately 1/3 of the survey participants have attended only one event, a 1/3 have attended
at least two events and the other 1/3 have attended more than five events. This implicates that most
of the people in our community attend more than one event. There is a group of almost 1/3 of all
people who attend events really often. However, we have to note here that there are proportionally
more members than non-members in the sample. Members are more likely to attend several events
because of their member benefits.

GreenBuzz Zurich | www.greenbuzz.global/zurich | zurich@greenbuzz.zurich
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The following two charts illustrate how the survey participants rated the impact potential of the
different GreenBuzz event formats.

Which event formats do you think are potentially the most impactful for you personally?

Chart 3.2

Which event formats do you think are potentially the most impactful for sustainable business?

Chart 3.3

We asked participants what event formats are most impactful for them personally (chart 3.2) and
for sustainable business in general (chart 3.3). Thematic events clearly came out on top.
Furthermore, people think that workshop are potentially impactful. Even though the member
analysis showed that there is a high demand for networking, the informal drinks format does not
seem to be perceived as potentially very impactful. This could indicate that people want more than
‘just’ networking. At thematic events, they get both insights / knowledge and networking. These

findings support the results of the previous chapters.
We also have to take our resources (time and costs) into account. We have to find a balance that
guarantees the satisfactions of needs in our community with our available resources.

GreenBuzz Zurich | www.greenbuzz.global/zurich | zurich@greenbuzz.zurich
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In a further question, we asked the survey participants How relevant are the topics of our events

for more sustainability in business & society? They had to rate the relevancy of our event topics
by a number from 1 to 10. The mean of their answer is 7.97. These numbers suggest that our
community is satisfied with the topics that we offer.
A next question in the survey asked Do you think that GreenBuzz should put a stronger focus

on any of the following topics? Survey participants could both choose from a provided list of
topics and add their own.

Chart 3.4:

This chart shows the 13 most chosen answers. From the top down: Finance, Academia & Education, Conservation &
Environmentalism, Food & Agriculture, Building & Construction, Energy, Hospitality & Tourism, Circular Economy,
Manufacturing & Packaging, Transport, Technology & Telecommunication, Marketing & Communications, Pharmaceuticals
& Health Care.

Finance and Circular Economy seem to be the most popular topics, followed by Food &
Agriculture and Energy. As the first chapter has shown, Food & Agriculture, Finance and Circular

Economy are already among the most attended topics. This indicates that we should keep on
covering those topics and additionally try to focus more on energy related topics.

3.5 Results of the Survey: Direct Outcomes from Greenbuzz Events
The following five questions of the survey focused on direct outcomes from GreenBuzz events, for
example gained insights, new skills and / or connections.
Firstly, a majority of almost 70% (69.6%) of survey participants has gained new insights at one of
our events. In a further step, it would be interesting to learn, at which events (format or topics) those
insights were generated. This number is promising. Even though it does not measure knowledge
transfer and learning, gaining insights is an important first step. This finding indicates that we are on
a good track to satisfy the needs of our members for knowledge transfer & learning as seen in the
previous chapter.
GreenBuzz Zurich | www.greenbuzz.global/zurich | zurich@greenbuzz.zurich
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Secondly, 23% have acquired new skills at a GreenBuzz event. Over 30% do not know if they have.
This number seems low. But it has to be mentioned that most of our event formats do not have the
ultimate goal to upskill people. Thematic events generate knowledge rather than skills, and informal
drinks are meant to generate insights and provide networking opportunities. So far, only workshops
have had the aim of transferring skills as well as knowledge, and we do not host nearly as many
workshops than thematic events and informal drinks. Also, even though the number of people who
answered that they learned new skills at our events is low, the question remains if that is what
GreenBuzz does or should do? If the answer is yes, GreenBuzz should focus more on workshops
and other hands-on and deep-learning formats.
Thirdly, almost 25% of the survey participants state that they have changed their personal or
professional behaviour. Here we should note that most of the people in our network are already

sustainability professionals and therefore are quite aware of sustainable behaviour. If there was a
change of behaviour, it happened most likely before they joined GreenBuzz or it was a long process
where GreenBuzz was not the main factor.
The next question was Has a GreenBuzz event or encounter made you do any of the following?
Survey participants got to choose from a list of possible actions. The chart below shows the five
most chosen actions.

Chart 3.5:

Lines 1-4: implement sustainable changes in your business, start internal discussions about sustainability, talk to your
colleagues about sustainability measures, talk to your supervisor/ management about sustainability measures.

14.2% have implemented sustainable changes in their business, 27.6% have started internal
discussions about sustainability, 44% have talked to colleagues about sustainability measures

and 17.9% talked to their supervisor / management about sustainability measures.
Here, the survey participants were able to write comments with specific examples. Examples from
the survey have a wide range. Many have started discussions in their organizations that can
potentially lead or have already led to change (make fund managers more sensible to ESG or
started using sustainable packaging). Furthermore, many also stated that GreenBuzz events have
influenced their private life (moving pension funds to ESG investing, change of consumption
behaviour).
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These results underline that GreenBuzz is promoting the dialogue around sustainability both in
professional and private life. This is an important implication and shows that we influence the people
in our network to drive sustainability forward within their organizations.
Finally, we asked the survey participants Would you say that you have made any valuable

connections and/or grown your personal network through GreenBuzz?

Chart 3.6

A majority of almost 62% state that they have made valuable connections through GreenBuzz.
This is really important because this is at the core of GreenBuzz’ mission. We have to think about
ways how we can increase this number and how we can make sure that those connections lead to
impact.
This result shows that we are not only satisfying the need of our members for knowledge sharing as
seen before, but also that we successfully provide networking opportunities. The connections
made through GreenBuzz are really important. As we have seen before, the people in our network
are from different industries, are experienced and have a lot of expertise. This increases the
probability that connections between them, lead to collaborations that have a positive impact on
sustainable business.
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3.6 Results of the Survey: Overall Rating
In the very last question of the survey, we asked the participants On a scale from one to ten, how

much do you believe that what GreenBuzz Zurich does is important & impactful?

Chart 3.7

People rate the overall importance and impact of what we do with a mean of 7.96. This underlines
that our mission is important, and that people believe in GreenBuzz.

3.7 Conclusion
The results of the survey highlight that we have a community of experienced professionals. As we
have seen before, thematic events seem to be the most popular event format. The survey has also
shown that people think our topics are really relevant. However, according to the survey we should
focus more on the topics Finance, Circular Economy, Food & Agriculture and Energy. The network
analysis has shown that Finance, Circular Economy and Food & Agriculture are already a priority
in our topic choices. We should therefore try to focus on energy related topics as well. Furthermore,
the survey has shown that we are catering to the most important needs of our members: networking
and knowledge transfer & learning. Another really important finding are the actions that were

taken by our network influenced and encouraged by GreenBuzz. It underlines that the people in
our network are driving sustainability forward within their organizations.
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4. Interviews
The interviewed persons were recruited through the survey and personal approaches. The goal
was to collect qualitative data and get more insights from our network. In the end, 18 interviews
were conducted. Out of these 18 interviewees, 12 are paying members of GreenBuzz. All
interviewees also conducted the survey. The questions for the interviews are based on the survey
and function as an extension and deepening of it. The following subchapters summarize the most
important findings of the interviews.

4.1 Findings: Reasons for joining GreenBuzz
“Why did you choose to become part of the GreenBuzz community and what are you expecting to
get out of it?”
Almost everyone joined GreenBuzz because of our network of sustainability professionals and
likeminded people. Furthermore, knowledge sharing is an important aspect. The interviews clearly

demonstrate the importance of the facilitation of networking and to have the right people in our
network. Generally, it can be said that networking seems important. People also really like the
thematic events because it combines interesting inputs with networking.

4.2 Findings: Skills & Behavioural Change
“How did you acquire new skills? Why did you not?”
Most people agree that it is very hard to achieve upskilling and that GreenBuzz should not put its
focus on enhancing skills. We should rather present best practices & use cases. If we do enhance

skills, it should be soft skills like networking or communications. The only format where skill
enhancement should be the focus are workshops.

„Has GreenBuzz had an impact on your behaviour?“
Again, it is generally believed that change of personal behaviour should not be a priority of
GreenBuzz. Most people in the community already changed their personal behaviour and are

aware how they can live a sustainable lifestyle. We do not have to convince them and show them
how to live sustainably.
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4.3 Findings: Support by GreenBuzz
“How could GreenBuzz better support you in fostering sustainability initiatives within your
organization?”
This is an important section because it helps us to understand how we can support our members in
affect change within their organizations.
Most mentioned was the idea of a platform (search engine or database) where you can access
information about the members of our network. This would help to know who the other members
are and what their expertise is. This can help for concrete knowledge sharing and potential
collaborations. Furthermore, it was mentioned that it would be really helpful to provide best
practices and cases (and also success stories of people who have successfully implemented

sustainable changes in their business).
Ideally both ideas could be combined in a platform where you can access best practices & cases
and also information about the members in the network and their expertise.
With such a platform, members could share their experience individually, start collaborations, or
research groups on certain topics. A long-term goal of this project could be an international (online)
network (GreenBuzz Global). Such a platform would tremendously help in enabling the ‘right’
connections – match making.
Our impact will not be to reach the sustainability goals, we cannot do that alone. But our impact is
to help many people to reach their professional sustainability goals.

4.4 Findings: Connections
“Why are the connections you have made through GreenBuzz valuable to you and sustainable
business?”
Most people made valuable connections. The majority made some social connections but also

gained some professional connections that might be beneficial to their work in sustainability. It
seemed (like in the first section) that there is an urge for networking. This networking should include
both social and professional components. People like that we are an organic organisation and that
there is room for social interaction.
Some people mentioned that it would help them if we could provide icebreakers for networking
to kick-start the conversations.
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4.5 General Feedback and Suggestions for Improvement
In this section, the idea of a platform for both information about the members of the network and
their expertise and best practices & use cases, was mentioned most. Another point that arose was
that we lack a really clear vision and mission about what impact we want to have. This indicates
that we might have to reframe our mission & vision and make it clearer.
However, we have also received a lot of compliments for our work and especially on our online
events. Most people are convinced that GreenBuzz has a high potential impact.
In the following, some concrete suggestions made by the interviewees are listed:
-

Platform/database for member information and best practices & use cases

-

Engage the community more: e.g. at events through topic focused discussion groups after the inputs

(each speaker in a group) or taking the time for a moderated discussion. Generally, we should invest
more in community management
-

More member-only events

-

Site visits of companies / excursions

-

Format to bring young learners (e.g. students) and senior experts together

-

Blog (written by volunteers or people in the network)

-

Implementation of an event feedback loop: after each event (maybe with the follow up email) have
a little survey (1-2 questions) to get a sense how the participants like the event

-

Facilitation of networking: “Ice-Breaker” for networking. On the event itself: “new buzzer” corner.

Have a “how to network” guide on our website.

4.6 Conclusion
There is a clear message that GreenBuzz should not prioritize changing people’s personal
behaviours or teaching them new skills. We should rather be a facilitator that delivers interesting
content and connects the people that need to be connected to achieve impact for sustainability.

As the biggest demands are networking opportunities, gaining insights and sharing knowledge and
experiences, thematic events and networking events seem to be the most attractive. However, we
could also think about prioritizing peer-to-peer formats more.
Knowledge sharing, best practices & use cases have been mentioned often. However, we have

to be aware that we are not a consulting organization. Instead of providing best cases & practices
ourselves, we offer a network of sustainability professionals that can provide them. GreenBuzz helps
its community and members to reach their sustainability goals. We achieve that by offering a
space and a platform for knowledge sharing, networking and empowerment.
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5. Communication Analysis
The final part of the impact measurement project was an analysis of our communications channels.
We use several channels to communicate with our stakeholders: Our website, Facebook, LinkedIn,
MailChimp (newsletters, Email campaigns), Slack, YouTube and Instagram (no data yet for Slack,

YouTube and Instagram as they were all launched in November 2020 only).
The analysis focuses on the reach, engagement and conversion we generate through the different
channels.

5.1 Conversion Rate
Firstly, we looked at our website visits, split by where users come from and if they convert to
memberships or sign up for the newsletter. (Data from 1.1.2019 until 9.10.2020)
The analysis showed that most users land on the website via Google. ‘Direct’ means that we either
cannot track them because of privacy settings, or people enter the website address in their browser
or have it bookmarked. For our own channels like MailChimp, LinkedIn and Facebook, we see that
the newsletter is most successful in bringing users to the website.
If we look at the member conversion rate (Formula: become member / users x 100), LinkedIn has
the highest conversion rate (LinkedIn 9%, Newsletter 7%) of our own channels. That could be
explained by the fact that there is probably a bigger part of the people receiving the newsletter
who are already members vs. LinkedIn users. LinkedIn is also outperforming Facebook considering
newsletter signups. Google (organic search) brings most member and newsletter sign ups.

5.2 Reach & Engagement

Chart 5.1

If we zoom in on the reach of our social platforms, we see that the LinkedIn reach has grown this
year but that the engagement rate remained stable.
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The Facebook data only goes back six months and we can see that the reach is a lot smaller than
LinkedIn. Equally so, the engagement rate from Facebook is disappearingly small, whereas the one

from LinkedIn and the newsletter are relatively high.

5.3 Newsletter
As the newsletter is our most effective communications channel, we are looking at its analysis a little
closer. Looking at demographics of the newsletter’s mailing list, we see that it is about 50/50 male
and female and most people are between the ages of 35 and 44.

Top locations where people are from according to Mailchimp are Zurich, Bern and Basel.

Chart 5.2

If we look at the growth of the active subscribers last year, we have had 300 more subscribers in
the general newsletter. We are observing a relatively slow, but steady and organic growth of our
mailing list. In November 2020, we had 2587 active subscribers.
If we look at the overall performance of our newsletter, we have a high open rate of 28.6% and a
high engagement rate of 5.3 % on average. The open rate has been quite stable over the last two

years, click rate is a little bit lower (less than 0.5%, not significantly) but that is a normal development
if the list-size grows. As a comparison, the industry average open rate is ca. 19%.

5.4 Conclusion
If we look at both reach and conversion, Google (organic search), the newsletter and LinkedIn
perform well. Google has the best conversion rate for newsletter sign ups and LinkedIn for

membership sign ups. Therefore, we should focus on the newsletter and LinkedIn. That the newsletter
opening rate remains stable over time shows that we share the right content.
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6. Feedback Advisory Board and Outlook
The results of this report have been presented to the GreenBuzz Advisory Board on November 19th
2020. The board members shared their thoughts and implications about the results, which will be
presented in this last part of the report.

Picture 2: Advisory Board, Executive Board and part of the Operational Team

The report shows that GreenBuzz is doing important and good work. Nevertheless, we should not
lose sight of what we can improve. Here, it helps to think in terms of what should be continued,

what could be started and what should be stopped. Meaning that it is important to prioritize and
to discontinue things that do not have impact. An example for what to stop is the use of Facebook
as one of our communications channels, as the communications analysis shows that we do not have
good engagement and conversion rates on Facebook.
A majority of the board agrees that we should be cautious about the platform idea. It is often the
case with new platforms that people do not actually use it in the end, as it is yet another social
platform for them, among the many others that they already use. We should be careful to not put
too many resources into it. An alternative option could be the relaunch of a closed LinkedIn group
for GreenBuzz Members.
The results of the report have shown that thematic events and workshops are perceived as the
most impactful events. However, the implication should not be on only focus on those events from
now on. We have to keep in mind the GreenBuzz customer journey, meaning that members need
and want different things at different points of their journeys. Informal events, for example, are
really important for new people who want to get to know our organization because they are usually
low-barrier events to join, whereas content-heavy events are more interesting for people further
along on the journey. We have to keep that in mind when planning our events.
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Another point regarding events is their content. The analysis has shown that our network is
interested in getting insights and in networking, and there is also a demand for case studies and
best practices. We also know that many in our network, and especially the paying members, are

already sustainability professionals and therefore know a lot about it already. Therefore, we could
try to offer a deeper insight into some topics with the speakers presenting their own journeys. This
would offer a deeper learning experience and could meet the best case & practice demand.
Furthermore, we should try to facilitate networking the best possible way and help people to
network at and after our events with new and innovative gamifications.
Regarding our audience, there was a point raised about different types of target groups. There
might be people in the network who are looking for a career change. On the other hand, there are
people in the network that are already sustainability professionals. We should try to dig deeper
into the reasons why people join GreenBuzz and get a better understanding of our different

target groups. As different people have different expectations it might make sense to update our
membership types to cater to all the different needs in our network. Concerning the membership
types, it would be worth thinking about an online membership model. Even though it is not clear how
long we will have to continue to run online events, we are still likely to keep some online formats in
the future.
Moreover, the survey showed concrete actions that people took after encountering GreenBuzz.
Such (success) stories are highly informative, and we should try to collect more similar data. We

could also try to encourage participants at our events to engage with their work colleagues or
management, for example share what they have learned at the GreenBuzz event with them. A
similar option is to implement a GreenBuzz ambassador program to ensure that people with a
close tie to GreenBuzz foster the dialogue within their organisations. Furthermore, we should use
these collected success stories in our external communications. They are encouraging and inspiring.
Generally, we should use the positive and empowering results of the report in our communications.
We are also looking at ways to maintain and improve our impact measurement in the future. For
example, to measure the quality of our events we could include a short survey (1-2 questions) in the
follow-up email of each event. Furthermore, it would be interesting to analyse not only the seniority
of our network but also their position within their organization. In another step, it would also be very
interesting to look for correlations. For example, do people working in finance mostly attend finance
events or do they attend other events as well? Moreover, we could collect data about the concrete
actions people and companies take. In companies where participants from our events talked to
their colleagues or even management about sustainability measures - have changes actually been
implemented? In addition, it would be beneficial to run a similar analysis on the corporate members
and partners. This could be done by interviews or surveys, and the goal would be to find out if a
partnership with GreenBuzz has a positive impact. Before implementing major changes on the
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impact measurement strategy, it was advised to run prototypes and tests at low cost and risk to
see if they work.
Finally, the report clearly shows that GreenBuzz is doing important and impactful work. The results
also show that there is room for improvement and potential to have even more impact. It is crucial
to monitor our impact on a regular basis. By monitoring our impact regularly, we will be able to
analyse the (positive) change over time.
Let’s build on these results, further develop GreenBuzz and lead the way into a future where
sustainability is the new normal in business and society.

7. Actions Taken
Together with our Executive Board, we, the operational team of GreenBuzz Zurich, have taken into
account all the results and the Advisory Board’s feedback and have worked hard to already
implement (or plan the implementation of) some changes according to what we have learnt.
Actions already taken include:
•

Discontinuation of the use of Facebook

•

Increased focus on our Thematic Events in the events plan for 2021

•

Concrete plan on how to better facilitate networking through icebreakers, gamifications etc.

•

Two rather than just one thematic event on an energy-related topic next year

•

Next year (September 2021) will also see the launch of a new project, which will focus more on deeplearning, best practice cases and tangible impact. More will be announced soon

•

Member platform: Taken into account the feedback from our board and other community members,

we have decided to start a Closed LinkedIn Group for our members. LinkedIn was chosen because
most people (especially our target group) are already on LinkedIn, therefore they do not have to log
in to yet another platform
•

Due to the success of our virtual events, we are going to continue to offer a number of virtual events
next year. Where possible, they are going to be for free

•

More engagement with our community: Through the LinkedIn platform and the monthly virtual

Member Stammtisch. Furthermore, we will organize a VIP Dinner for members and partners only
•

To measure the impact we have on the organizations that we work with; we will extend our Impact
Measurement next year to our Corporate Members

•

Continuation of Impact Measurement!

We are working on more improvements and are looking forward to what the future has in store for
GreenBuzz Zurich!
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